WAITING FOR BANKS TO LEND AGAIN

A bill to repeal Dodd-Frank was voted out of the House this week. It is unlikely to pass the Senate in its present form and make its way to the President’s desk for signature however. While we wait for the Dodd-Frank reforms, reforms that will enable banks to lend again, lending that will lead to greater investment and to the creation of jobs, jobs, jobs, we thought we would look at bank lending this week. The statistics. Not fake news.

Commercial & industrial loans (C&I) at banks have risen more slowly since mid-2016. Prior to mid-2016, it would not be an exaggeration to say loans to corporations had been made at an explosive rate that far exceeded the credit bubble a decade ago. Higher interest rates have not slowed C&I loan growth recently with the Fed funds rate at 1.0%. Maybe C&I loans can be thrown in with other economic indicators showing the economy is showing signs of its age as it starts its ninth year of expansion next month.
We aren't sure why C&I loans have stopped rising of course. It probably started with the fallout from the 2014 oil crash. But the Fed’s Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey on bank lending practices showed the tightening of credit conditions at the end of 2015, however slight, continues to come back down. Charge-offs at the 100 largest banks rose to 0.42 percentage points in 2016 from a benign 0.20 percentage points in the halcyon days of 2014.

The April survey of senior loan officers did not show much change. There are 43 large banks with more than $20 billion of domestic assets and only 2 of these said they had eased credit standards in the last three months. More did say the maximum size of credit lines had eased somewhat (9 banks), costs of credit lines eased somewhat (7 banks) and the spread of loan rates over the cost of funds were narrower (11 banks).

We don’t know who President Trump’s friends were that couldn’t get money from banks. Perhaps they deal in commercial real estate which has its own issues. The senior loan officer survey said banks reported tighter lending standards for commercial real estate. Small business lending continues to rise so we should not be waiting for banks to lend again. They are.

Small business loans outstanding rose $16.2 billion or 5.2% to $327.9 billion in the year ending June 2016, an increase that a couple of the large banks in the Fed’s senior loan officer survey could have taken down by themselves. That isn’t the way it works however as these small business loans originate from the 5,856 banks across the country. Some in Congress say regulations are strangling banks and causing them to close or otherwise be sold. There were 7,513 banks in 2008 before Lehman so the industry could be seeing rapid change. In conclusion, bank lending continues, and for commercial & industrial loans it looks like many companies have enough credit for now as demand seems to be slowing after many years of expansion.
JOBLESS CLAIMS—BETTER THAN BEST TIMES NOW FOR LABOR MARKET

Unemployment claims were 245K in the June 3 week. Claims have been a little jumpy, but are still at rock bottom lows. That’s 245,000 out of the total workers covered by unemployment insurance of 139 million. Back in 2000, when claims were also at cyclical lows (259K 4-15-00), the worker population was smaller at 124 million. Not a lot of churn in the labor force-people coming and going. It’s tight. Nonfarm payroll jobs of 138K in May have been weak for three straight months, which is reminiscent of the slowing in Q4 2016 that eventually bounced: we expect more 200K months ahead.

TREASURY CURVE BREAKS 100 BPS, MORE NARROWING TO WAIT ON FED

The yield curve between 2-yrs and 10-yrs was 86 bps on Friday versus 83 bps last week. Market continues to trade more like bots are entering technical trades rather than real money carefully considering the fundamentals. No trend: 10-yr yields close 2.16% low for 2017 last Friday, fall as far as 2.13% on Tuesday this week before bond rally fizzles out. Much was made of Thursday’s big three news events but volatility remained subdued. Will revise rates forecast next week after the Fed.
FEDERAL RESERVE POLICY

The Fed meets June 13-14 to consider its monetary policy. Yellen will hold a press conference after the meeting from 230pm to 330pm EDT, to explain the Fed’s reasons behind what is widely expected to be a 25 bps rate hike in the Fed funds rate to 1.25%. Normal interest rates are 3% according to the Fed and we can hear again why interest rates won’t be normal until the end of 2019-two and a half years away from right now today.

The Fed has two objectives, maximum employment which has been met, and 2.0% inflation which has not. We never understood the Fed’s concern about inflation being too low; it’s not as if there is any real risk of deflation as this is not an economy facing stagnation or weakened demand. We like the Fed Chair’s original comment a few years ago that the Fed funds rate should be at normal when the unemployment rate comes back down to normal. Well, that condition has been met: the unemployment rate is 4.3%. The lowest unemployment got during the Greenspan housing bubble economy years of 2004 to 2006 was 4.4% when the Fed raised rates as high as 5.25%. The Fed funds rate is now just 1% with basically the same identically strong labor market conditions showing the economy is at full employment.

We will wait for the latest update from Yellen at next week’s press conference on her reasons for why interest rates are not substantially higher. 4.3% unemployment is on target. Check. Made it. Core PCE inflation of 1.5% year-to-year is not at 2.0% target (not that the American public cares, they aren’t waiting for inflation to be great again). No check of the box for this objective. We hope it isn’t inflation that Yellen is waiting on to normalize rates more promptly. The Greenspan Fed in 2004 to 2006 that Yellen was a part of normalized rates 200 bps per year (we didn’t call it “tightening” or taking away the punch bowl or similarly cutting the legs out from under the economy) and this Fed is having trouble communicating that they will move rates up even 75 bps per year. We do not think a 25 bps rate hike next is going to halt the economic expansion. A 25 bps rate hike next week to 1.25% will still be 100 bps short of CPI inflation which is 2.2% in April; money continues to be free. Money has been available at negative rates for so long that even corporations have stopped borrowing looking at the graph of commercial & industrial loans on the front page of the Financial Market Weekly this week. They have borrowed enough and the Fed has waited too long.
Corporate offerings were $24.2 billion in the June 9 week versus $29.3 billion in the June 2 week. On Thursday, HCA Healthcare priced $1.5 billion 5.5% 30-yrs (m-w +50bp) at 264 bps (Ba1/BBB-). The health care services company (165 hospitals) will use the proceeds for general corporate purposes including acquisitions and to refinance debt ($500 million 8% notes due 2018). Corporate bonds (10-yr Industrials rated A2) were 85 bps above 10-yr Treasuries on Friday versus 83 bps last Friday.

TREASURY MARKET OUTLOOK

EXPECTED 10-YR 2-3 WEEK TRADING RANGE 2.00% to 2.75%

Week’s 10-YR Range

HIGH 102-06+ 2.13%

Tuesday, June 6, final move up on news headline China ready to buy more Treasuries

LOW 101-10 2.23%

Friday, June 9, Thursday risks didn’t materialize: Comey testimony, British election, ECB meeting
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